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Overview
Stanton Chase Bulgaria is pleased to present its 2017 CEO Census; this marks
the seventh year of this report distribution among business leaders of local and
international companies in Bulgaria. The survey covers topics such as the current
economic situation, the general state of business, the professional and personal
drivers of top managers in the country, organizational transformation and talent
acquisition.
In general, it appears that the Bulgarian economy has been shifting into high gear
during the past year. According to participants in the survey, the sectors that
sustained significant growth in 2017 are Outsourcing/BPO (60%), Technology
(45%), Industrial (42%) and Consumer products and services (41%). Following
this trend, their expectations for 2018 are positive - 82% expect further growth. In
addition, CEOs are planning to recruit new employees (78%), mostly experts with
specific functions (62%). In this respect, more than one third would consider taking
advantage of the Blue Card work permit to attract foreign professionals for their
organizations.

Another interesting finding relates to the need for overall transformations –
organizations should invest in new technologies (66%), invent new business
models (52%) and reorganize the internal processes (43%). Thus, in order to stay
competitive in the local and regional markets, companies are looking for leaders
who can drive transformation and success (61%). The areas of expertise that are
mostly needed include digital sales & marketing (65%), technology innovations
(58%) and business intelligence (53%).
Companies tend to look for professionals with managerial experience via
recommendations and references (73%), although there is an increased demand
for executive search services (52%). As a matter of fact, 93% of the CEOs face
difficulties finding quality candidates for top/senior management level. In terms of
personal development, managers rely mostly on self-learning and self-education
(82%) along with networking with professionals from the same area (62%).

PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS
DD 109 senior executives took part in the survey.
DD Most participants work in Industrial (23%), Life science and healthcare (13%), Consumer products and services
(12%) and Professional services (12%).
DD The majority of participants are male (75%), more than half are aged 41 – 50 (58%).
DD The majority (64%) of participants have been with their organizations for less than 10 years.
DD More than half (62%) have been in a senior managerial position for more than 10 years.
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1.
Which sectors of the Bulgarian economy
do you think grew most in 2017? *

2.
How did your business change in 2017?

For yet another year, Outsourcing/BPO was perceived as the sector with the
greatest growth, ranking highest in the Bulgarian economy (60%). It was
followed by Technology (45%), Industrial (42%) and Consumer products and
services (41%).

According to our respondents, business was generally successful during
2017. The majority pointed out slight to significant growth. In fact, only 13%
observed no change and 10% recorded some kind of decrease.

Outsourcing / BPO 60.2%
Technology 45.2%
Industrial 41.9%

Slight growth 43.2%

Consumer Products and Services 40.9%
Telecommunications 20.4%
Financial Services 20.4%
Professional Services 20.4%
Life Sciences and Healthcare 16.1%

Significant decrease 4.2%
Slight decrease 6.3%
It is the same 12.6%

Logistics and Transportation 15.1%
Natural Resources and Energy 2.2%
* More than one
choice was possible
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Significant growth 33.7%

Government, Education and Non Profit 1.1%
Other 7.5%
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3.
How easy it is to find quality candidates for
key positions in the Bulgarian market at
the moment?

4.
What is your approach to finding
candidates with managerial experience? *

Executives in Bulgaria face difficulties in finding qualified professionals for
their teams when it comes to top/senior managerial roles (93%) and key
specialists/experts with specific functions (86%).

It seems companies trust recommendations and references (73%) and as a
whole prefer to exploit their personal networks (67%). However, the rate of
use of executive search companies has increased considerably since 2016
(36% in 2016 vs 52 % in 2017).

Very easy
Top/Senior
management
Directors level
management
Middle
management
Key specialists/
Experts

7.5%

Difficult

Very difficult

45.8%

Recommendations and references 73.1%

46.7%

Personal network 66.7%
7.5%

60.6%

Job advertisements 51.6%

30.9%

Executive search companies 51.6%
16%

62.8%

19.1%

Professional networking websites 49.5%
Recruitment companies 40.9%

13.8%

Other
employees
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48.9%

42.2%

37.3%

47.8%

8.9%

* More than one choice was possible
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5.
What do you think organizations seek from
their CEOs in order to stay competitive in
the local & regional markets? *

6.
As a Manager/CEO what methods do you
use for your personal development? *

Competition in both local and regional markets forces organizations to look
for leaders who can drive transformation and success (61%), are flexible
and adaptable (55%), as well as customer oriented (47%) and are able to
demonstrate creative and innovative approach (46%).

Most of our respondents invest in self-learning and self-education (82%).
Other popular methods are networking with professionals from the same
area (62%) and trainings (55%). Among the alternatives suggested by top
managers are the following: learning from your colleagues; solving problems
and learning from them; intercultural communication; participation in board
meetings; attending formats such as worldwide congresses, international
events, social forums and/ or expat communities; broader range of interest,
not related to work only; more focus on developing soft skills.

Leaders who can drive transformation and success 61.1%
Flexibility, adaptability 54.7%

Self-learning and self-education 81.9%

Customer focus 47.4%

Networking with other professionals 61.7%

Creative and innovative approach 46.3%

Leadership development 56.4%

Enterpreneurship 45.3%

Trainings 55.3%

Coaching and mentoring skills 36.9%

Coaching 37.2%

Personal drive and stress resistance 35.8%

Mentoring 24.5%

True strength in strategy 31.6%

Formal business education 14.9%

Change management experience 30.5%

Psychotherapy 4.3%

Awareness about the impact of digital transformation
over the business 24.2%
* More than one
choice was possible
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Others 6.4%
* More than one
choice was possible
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7.
In your opinion, which are the critical factors for a CEO to leave their current employer
and to search for new career opportunities?

Many factors may influence the decision to leave your current employer. According to top managers in Bulgaria the most important seem to be the following:
lack of chemistry with the top managers; responsibility without authority; lack of fit between personal and company values; level of autonomy/ independence;
re-organization resulting in a change in role and/or responsibilities; lack of career advancement opportunities.
1

2

3

4

5

(scale from 1 to 5 – from less to more)

Lack of chemistry with the top managers/ shareholders
Responsibility without authority
Lack of fit between personal and company values
Level of autonomy/ independence
Re-organization resulting in a change in role and/or responsibilities
Lack of career advancement opportunities
Compensation & benefits package
Poor financial performance of the organization
High stress level
Lack of training & development

0%
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8.
What are your business expectations in
2018?

9.
In your opinion, what is the most
important action to keep your business
successful in 2018? *

Most of the respondents are optimistic about their businesses in 2018 and
expect further growth, no matter if it’s slight (44%) or significant (38%).

Many of the participants intend to focus on the following actions: discovering
talents (58%), employee retention (57%) and building a positive employer
branding (43%).

Discovering talents 57.9%

Slight
growth 44.2%

Employee retention 56.8%
Building a positive employer branding 43.2%

Significant decrease 1.1%

Sustaining stable cash flow 42.1%

Slight decrease 2.1%

Business restructuring 25.3%
Efficient use of e-commerce channels 24.2%

Will be the same
14.7%

Cost reduction 23.2%
Significant
growth 37.9%

Compliance with the new General Data Protection Regulation 14.7%
Protection against massive cyber attacks 6.3%

* More than one
choice was possible
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10.
Do you plan to recruit new employees in
2018?

11.
Which level do you plan to hire new
professionals for in 2018?

Since the majority of respondents expect their businesses to keep growing in
2018, most of them intend to hire new employees (78%).

Key specialists/experts with specific functions (62%) were identified as the
most wanted during 2018. Other levels sought by our respondents include
entry level positions and trainees.

Others 3.3%
Yes 78%

Directors level 6.5%
Middle management 14.1%

No 22%

Do not plan to hire
14.1%
Key specialist/Experts
with specific functions
62%
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12.
What senior functions in Bulgaria do you
plan to hire new professionals for in 2018? *

13.
In your opinion, what are the new areas
of expertise that companies strongly need
today? *

Sales (34%) stands on top when it comes to hiring new professionals, followed
by project management (24%), IT (15%) and digital sales & marketing (15%).
Some participants also pointed out Legal, HSE and Valuation/Actuarial.

In line with the speed of development of technologies today, new areas of
expertise in organizations that are key for businesses include: digital sales
& marketing (65%), technology innovations (58%) and business intelligence
(53%).

Sales 33.7%
Project Management 23.9%

Digital Sales & Marketing 64.9%

None 20.1%

Technology innovations 58.5%

IT 15.2%

Business intelligence 53.2%

Digital Sales & Marketing 15.2%

Information security 40.4%

Supply Chain/Logistics 14.1%

Big Data 37.2%

Marketing/PR 12%
Manufacturing 10.9%

Lean manufacturing principles 30.9%

HR 8.7%

Compliance 20.2%

Quality Assurance 6.5%

Sustainable environment management 11.7%

Finance 4.4%

Others 1.1%

Risk management 4.4%
* More than one
choice was possible
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General Management 3.3%
Other 13%

* More than one
choice was possible
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14.
What is the impact of the Digital Transformation on your company’s traditional
business model? *

Companies in every industry and geographic location around the globe are well aware that
technological innovation is a key strategic topic. Digital transformation disrupts traditional
business models and pushes organization to invest in new technologies (66%), invent new
business models (52%), and reorganize the internal process (43%). Some of the respondents
also feel that the speed of digital progress changes the landscape of employee engagement (24%)
and transforms workforce recruitment and retention (13%).

Pushing organization to invest in new technologies 66.3%
Force the organization to invent new business models 51.6%
Drive reorganization of the internal processes 43.2%
Changing the landscape of employee engagement 24.2%
Transform workforce recruitment and retention 12.6%
There is no impact 6.3%

* More than one choice was possible
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15.
Would you take advantage of the Blue
card work permit in order to attract new
employees from abroad to your company?

16.
Which levels do you plan to attract new
professionals for with the Blue card in
your company? *

More than one third (38%) of the respondents are willing to take advantage
of the Blue card work permit to attract foreigners for their company.

Half of the respondents are not considering this option for any type of
position. However, when it comes to key specialists/experts with specific
functions, almost one third are willing to invest in this alternative.

None of them 53.1%
Key specialist/ Experts with specific functions 29.6%

Yes 37.6%

Other employees 7.4%
Directors level 3.7%
Middle management 3.7%

No 62.4%

Others 2.5%

* More than one
choice was possible
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17.
How interested are you in new career
opportunities?

18.
Are you willing to relocate?

More than half of the participants are open or interested in new career
opportunities. However, only 11% are actively searching for new ones.

More than half of the respondents are willing to consider the possibility of
relocating abroad or within Bulgaria, whereas less than one third are not
interested at all.

I am actively searching for
new opportunities 11.8%
Not at all 29.4%
Not interested
at all 12.9%
Interested in the
long term 21.5%
Not interested in the
next year 9.7%
I am open for new
opportunities 44.1%
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Yes, both abroad
and in Bulgaria 44.6%

Yes, in Bulgaria,
not abroad 4.3%
Yes, but abroad,
not in Bulgaria 21.7%
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Stanton Chase Bulgaria is part of the global network of Stanton Chase – one of the
leading executive search firms in the world. The company helps clients around the globe
build exceptional management teams. Stanton Chase is present in all major cities on all
continents – 75 offices in 45 countries.

75 offices in 45 countries

For the last 12 years Stanton Chase Bulgaria has focused on retained executive search,
helping companies identify and attract qualified and experienced talent for top and middle
managerial roles. We have earned the respect of leading Bulgarian and multinational
companies and continue collaborating with many of them. Our team of consultants and
researchers is a successful combination of professionals who have been specializing in the
major industry sectors of the economy.
We also offer the following services:
•
•
•
•

Leadership Assessment
Competencies Assessment
Executive Coaching and Mentoring
Board Assessment

We specialize in the following Practice Groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer Products and Services
Financial Services
Government, Education and NGOs
Industrial
Life Sciences and Healthcare
Logistics and Transportation
Natural Resources and Energy
Professional Services
Technology

Contacts
Stanton Chase Bulgaria
Address: Sofia 1404, 81 B Bulgaria Blvd., floor 6
Phone: +359 2 962 29 31; +359 2 962 19 86
Email: sofia@stantonchase.com
www.stantonchase.com

